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Annex II: FACTUAL BACKGROUND OF THE DISPUTE 

The table below summarises the negotiations between the parties: 

Ref. no. Date Content Remark 

1.  20/02/2017 
The Other Party writes that they have been informed by ECHA that the Claimant has submitted an 
inquiry for the substance and asks for the volume and uses for the registration with the thought for 
possible Only Representative coverage.  

Evidence only 
provided by the 

Other Party; 
Attachment not 

provided to ECHA 

2.  24/02/2017 
The Claimant asks the Other Party to share with them the LoA costs for  
tpa. The Claimant also wants to know whether the ‘LoA data package’ includes  

. 

Evidence only 
provided by the 

Claimant  

3.  24/02/2017 
The Other Party replies that they have not calculated the LoA costs. The Other Party informs that 
they offer Only Representative coverage for some of their other substances and asks the Claimant 
to share their volume in order for the Other Party to be able to evaluate this possibility. 

Evidence only 
provided by the 

Claimant 

4.  24/02/2017 The Claimant repeats their request to obtain the LoA costs for .  
Evidence only 

provided by the 
Claimant 

5.  24/02/2017 
The Other Party informs that it will require a lot of work to calculate the LoA cost.  
Instead, the Other Party points out that the Only Representative coverage would be for free and 
indicates that this option would be more beneficial for the Claimant. 

Evidence only 
provided by the 

Claimant 

6.  27/02/2017 The Claimant points out that they are an Only Representative and asks the Other Party to ‘kindly 
let [them] know what [the Other Party] need in order to provide the LoA quotation’. 

Evidence only 
provided by the 

Claimant 

7.  27/02/2017 The Other Party points out that as non-EU manufacturer of the substance they have appointed an Evidence only 















“ECHA reminds you that following Article 16 of Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001, the 

documents attached are subject to copyright protection.” 




